
1. INTRODUCTION: PHENOMENOLOGY AND 
CRAFT-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURAL 

DEVELOPMENTS IN KOREAN MINKA

Throughout his research of Korean minka, Wajiro Kon observed 
craft-based works of architecture and architectural features that 
remained intact into the modern era.1 He praised their beauty 
and criticized the proliferation of contemporary engineering-
driven architectural practices (i.e. the separation between theory 
and practice), along with the stylistic architectural debates in 
mainstream Japanese architectural circles.2 Kon’s understanding of 
craft-oriented architectural developments in Korean minka was 
grounded in his conviction that the creativity inherent in human 
activity was manifested in the daily lives of Korean people.3 In 
“Joseon no minka (I),” Kon (1923) said:

For the purpose of binding the roof tight and using [it 
to grow plants and crops], Korean people plant creepers 
on it. The roof is also used as an area for drying pepper, 

which Korean people cannot make food without. Each 
season, every roof is colored with red, which provides a 
pleasant look (…) along with this scenery, a great number 
of soy sauce crocks [in Korean minka] create an evocative 
atmosphere.4 (see Figure 1)

Figure 1. Kon’s sketch of a Korean minka in rural areas                           
(Source: Wajiro Kon Collection, Kogakuin University Library, Tokyo, Japan)

It is very important to acknowledge that Kon’s approach may 
have originated from a phenomenological understanding of reality, 
to which he may have been exposed during his early education 
in design, which underlined the importance of meticulous 
visual observations and detailed hand sketches.5 During his on-
site investigations of Korean minka, Kon made a great number 
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of detailed drawings of various architectural conditions to 
record his personal impressions, perceptions, and imaginings 
while experiencing them. In this process, a productive inter-
relationship between the subject (in this case, Kon’s body) and 
the objects (various architectural conditions in Korean minka) 
was developed and this contributed to his deep understanding 
of the lives and everyday experiences of Korean people who 
occupied these dwellings.6 Moreover, his distinctive talent 
for theatrical imaginations allowed him to create vivid scenes 
of these conditions.7 The following quotes are some of Kon’s 
phenomenological reflections on Korean minka:

The ceiling form [of Korean minka] is very similar to a 
human ribcage. Upon seeing it, people will have a sense of 
wonder. I think that it is very beautiful. (see Figure 2)

…Like a water-proof cabin, the room is made to be sealed 
from the outside. So, being inside the room imparts a sense 
of mystery. It is like staying in an imaginary world.8

Figure 2. Kon’s sketch of the ceiling of one Korean minka 
(Source: Wajiro Kon Collection,Kogakuin University Library, Tokyo, Japan)

So far, Wajiro Kon has been studied mainly by Japanese 
academics; most of them have only looked at Kon’s research 
activities in Japan. Izumi Kuroishi (2001) perceived Kon’s efforts 
to reform Korean living and dwelling. However, she only covered 
the period of the 1930s and 1940s. Recently, South Korean scholar 
Seok-Young Choi (2010) simply identified Kon’s investigation on 
Korean minka from the early 1920s.

This paper analyzes in detail how Wajiro Kon examined Korean 
minka and further imagined the future development of it. As 
informed by the hermeneutic research method, the author focuses 
on the reports and journal articles published in the early the 1920s.

2. ON ONDOL 
(KOREAN TRADITIONAL FLOOR HEATING SYSTEM)

In his on-site research on the architectural conditions of Korean 
minka,9 Kon devoted a great deal of effort to analyzing the natively 
developed traditional Korean floor-heating system, ondol. His 
particular interest in ondol is clearly reflected in his 1923 article 
“Joseon no minka (I)” (Korean vernacular housing) and his 1924 
report Joseon buraku chosa tokubetsu hokoku: dai 1-satsu 
(minka) (Special Report on the Investigation of the Settlements of 
Korea: Vol. 1 (Vernacular housing)). Identifying ondol as analogous 

to tatami, Kon asserts that it is impossible to talk about Korean 
minka without mentioning ondol.10 It must be pointed out that 
in this regard Kon was not alone in his observations. Because 
of the distinctive architectural characteristics of ondol, many 
contemporary Japanese architects residing in Korea had begun to 
pay a great amount of attention to it.

Kon seriously studied ondol by analyzing its structure and how 
it was made. (see Figure 3) An ondol works by funneling heated air 
and smoke generated from cooking to the space between the earth 
and the minka floors, heating up several rooms simultaneously. 
In some cases, the rooms have individual outside furnaces that 
exhaust gases to the inner courtyard.11 (see Figure 4) Above all, Kon 
understood the characteristics of ondol in relation to a peculiar 
custom of Korean life: sitting on the floor. In “Joseon no minka (I)” 
Kon (1923) said:

…the development of ondol in Korea is best understood 
in relation to the traditional custom of sitting on the floor, 
which is different from the Chinese custom of using chairs. 
How the heating method of using air-flow was imported 
into Korea is a different problem.12

Figure 3. Analytical sketches showing ondol structure 
(Source: Kon, 1924, p.27)

Figure 4. Kon’s sketch showing an outside furnace 
that exhausts gases to the courtyard 

(Source: Wajiro Kon Collection, Kogakuin University Library, Tokyo, Japan)
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2.1 Origins of Ondol
Kon analyzed the development of ondol by comparing it to 

similar heating methods used in neighboring regions, including 
Japan, China, Manchuria, Russia and even Europe. In this way 
he placed ondol in the context of “old-culture areas” that he had 
already considered in theorizing the origins of Korean minka in the 
world context. Kon (1923) argued:

It can be said that the heating method of using air-flow 
was invented by Roman people residing in the northern 
regions of Europe. [Before the Romans] the heating method 
developed by Germanic peoples was similar to that of 
primitive people: they built a ro [brazier] in the middle 
of the room. In the case found of the northern European 
regions, ro were moved into the wall and became a wall 
heating system. This kind of primitive heating method [also 
gave rise to the] pechika [Russian brick stove]. Among the 
lower social classes in Russia, there is a custom of sleeping 
on top of pechika…In Manchuria, it was developed to 
cover only some parts of the room…[However] in Korea, 
it was developed to cover the entire room. After crossing 
the ocean [between Korea and Japan], it remained the most 
under-developed heating method [the Japanese ro]. [It 
was under-developed in the sense that there was no need 
for a complete under-floor heating system, so in Japan it 
remained merely a brazier in the middle of the room.]13

Kon argued that the countries in “old-culture areas” developed 
their own heating systems by intimately influencing one another.14 
He thought that, in the midst of the many social and cultural 
exchanges between those countries, the air-flow heating method 
had also had been imported into Korea by lower-class people 
migrating between Manchuria and northern Korean provinces. In 
the same article, Kon (1923) said:

The Korean lower-class people had a great deal of 
mobility, so they had to build their houses as simply as 
possible. [For this reason] they devised ondol, which is 
frequently found in the northern Korean provinces. Many 
nomadic people emigrated from Manchuria [to Korea] and 
[from Korea] to Manchuria. Their household items were 
very simple and it was common to travel in the evening. 
Through them, I think, ondol had been transplanted to…
Korea.15

At the same time, by challenging the official theory of the 
development of ondol, he identified the origins of contemporary 
ondol in the primitive floor-heating apparatus found in the 
minka of Korean slash-and-burn farmers who simply made fires 
underneath their floors, and concluded that ondol had been 
originally developed by Korean lower-class people before being 
adopted by the middle and upper classes. Kon (1923) said:

Tadayoshi Murakami says that ondol were first developed 
by Ik-jeom Kim during the reign of King Sejong [the fourth 
king of the Joseon dynasty, 1397-1450]. [However] this 
was [only] the case for using ondol in big villas and palace 
buildings. The general [Korean] public had started to use 

it well before this period…Korean ondol were developed 
by the lower classes and spread to the middle and upper 
classes. Japanese tatami, on the other hand, was developed 
by the upper class and spread to the middle and lower 
classes. For this reason, primitive Korean minka are all 
equipped with ondol, whereas Japanese ones don’t have 
tatami.16

2.2 Ondol’s Uniqueness
Kon (1923) argued that the ondol is the most advanced heating 

method, emphasizing that pechika and ro are primitive forms of 
ondol.17 In assessing them, he also took the issue of human health 
into consideration:

…in the case of maintaining the same temperature inside 
the room, charcoal is bad for air-conditioning. The CO2 
produced when burning charcoal is many times greater 
than that made by the human body [human respiration]. So 
it is very harmful to the human body. In the case of ondol, it 
never produces CO2 and is not harmful to the human body 
at all.18

Appreciation of the superiority of ondol was shared not only 
by the contemporary Japanese architects working in Korea,19 but 
also by the American missionaries who had begun traveling to the 
Korean peninsula at the end of the nineteenth century. In Things 
Korean, a travelogue published in 1908, Horace Newton Allen 
(1908), an American missionary, said:

However humble the hut of the peasant or coolie it always 
has its tight little sleeping room, the stone and cement floor 
of which with its rich brown oil paper covering, is kept 
nicely warmed by the little fire necessary for cooking the 
rice twice daily. In this respect these people fare better than 
do their neighbours, for the Japanese houses are notoriously 
cold, and a fire pot for warming the fingers is the only native 
system of heating, while the Chinese never are warm in the 
raw cold of winter. They have no means of heating their 
houses other than by a warmed stone bed which is used 
in the north, but in the raw cold of the central portion the 
houses are absolutely unheated and the people simply add 
more clothing in order to warm up.20

2.3 Ondol’s Regional Characteristics
Kon thought that the planning of ondol in Korean minka had 

been developed in various and complex ways in response to diverse 
regional characteristics, especially in the north and other Korean 
provinces.21 He found that the northern type was more developed 
than the general style.22 In his final report, Kon (1924) said:

Now, I [have studied] Korean minka in the northern 
regions under the assumption that they were inevitably and 
rationally developed [together with] ondol. If the ondol 
used in the general type of Korean minka is compared to 
that of the northern style, the former is unconnected and 
fragmentary, which is uneconomical and uncomfortable. 
On the other hand, the ondol of the northern type of 
Korean minka is designed to heat entire rooms and the 
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kitchen using one furnace, and [all the rooms] are heated 
up together. Northern [Korean] people say that the ondol is 
perfectly developed in their province and criticize southern 
people [for not knowing] how to cook rice. In the southern 
ondol design, each ondol room has an individual furnace 
which directly faces the middle courtyard. The furnace 
in the kitchen is also exposed to the open air, as kitchens 
normally don’t have doors. [However, in the case of the 
northern ondol design] the furnace is open to the closed 
earth-floored room so that the cold outside air never 
reaches the burning furnace.23

Regarding the northern style of Korean minka, Kon (1924) 
continued:

In the case of extremely simple Korean minka in rural 
areas, they have only one kitchen and one ondol room. 
There are also some minka built with two and three ondol 
rooms which are [arranged] in a row.24 (see Figure 5)

Figure 5. Kon’s sketches of simple northern type Korean minka
(Source: Kon, 1923, p.317)

Korean minka are generally composed of four ondol 
rooms which are arranged in the yotsume style, and the 
guest room and the earth-floored room are placed next to 
them. In response to small and big changes in the family, 
necessary developments are followed as shown: (a) is the 
most basic type, consisting of one (closed) ondol guest 
room, one (general) ondol guest room, and one earth-
floored room; (b) is a developed type where ondol rooms 
are arranged in the front and the back (in two rows); (c) is 
the most general type, where four ondol guest rooms are 
arranged in the yotsume style, and one ondol guest room 
(sarang) and one earth-floored room are attached to them; 
(d) is a type for bigger extensions. (see Figure 6)

In some cases, the partition wall between two ondol 
rooms is removed and they are used as one extended ondol 
room. It is [also] necessary to mention the [special] ondol 
type made of an un-walled earth-floor. On one side of the 

floor where a wall is supposed to be, a furnace is instead 
built in the middle and it is used as a cooking brazier. 
This area is used like the kitchens in Japanese minka, for 
cooking, eating, and even sleeping. It is a very unusual 
space, which is not found in the general type of Korean 
minka.25 (See Figure 7)

Figure 6. Developments of northern type Korean minka 
and its ondol structure (Source: Kon, 1924, p. 45)

Figure 7. Kon’s sketch of an un-walled earth-floor found
 in northern type Korean minka (from Hamhung province) 

(Source: Wajiro Kon Collection, Kogakuin 
University Library, Tokyo, Japan)

3. CHANGED PEOPLE’S LIVES AND KOREAN MINKA

Kon (1923) also acknowledged the architectural developments 
made by enlightened people to enhance people’s lives by improving 
the usefulness and comfort of Korean minka. He asserted that

Korean minka are designed for enduring cold winters. 
When an ondol is in use, (hot) air doesn’t circulate in 
the room. For the sake of efficient heating, the ceiling is 
designed to be very low and the room is closed. The summer 
heat in Korea is very different from that in Japan. And the 
air [in ondol rooms] never diffuses, so it is impossible to 
sleep [in the summer]. So, in a big Korean minka, there is 
a [special] room where people spend time in the summer. 
This room has a full opening underneath the floor and it is 
similar to an enclosed Japanese engawa (toenmaru).26 (see 
Figure 8)
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Figure 8. Kon’s sketch of a reformed Korean minka in Kaesong 
(Source: Wajiro Kon Collection, Kogakuin 

University Library, Tokyo, Japan)

For the purpose of using the ondol room as a summer 
living room, a second layer of flooring is built in with 
tatami, which is a Japanese-style room.27 (see Figure 9)

Figure 9. Kon’s sketch showing a Japanese tatami room
 (as a summer living room) built in above the ondol room 

(Source: Wajiro Kon Collection, Kogakuin University Library, Tokyo, Japan)

4. CRITICISM OF HOUSING STANDARDIZATION 

Upon seeing the results of Government-General-led stylistic 
housing reforms, Kon (1924) believed that the thoughtless 
importation of Japanese and Western material culture into 
Korea would destroy the beauty of traditional Korean homes. He 
fundamentally opposed the contemporary proliferation of bunka 
jutaku and housing standardization,28 commenting that it lowered 
the living standards for many Korean people.29 He argued that:

The current designs of Bunka-jutaku [cultural houses] 
are problematic, even though they look perfect. I believe 
that before we create new forms and designs we must 
closely study the basic techniques of expression, as painters 
must study drawings before they draw pictures. Thus, I 
am visiting the real scenes of people’s lives to observe how 
people build their houses in each case.30

Kon argued that the issue of Korean housing standardization 
emerged when efforts to improve living and dwelling arrangements 
were carried out in conjunction with social reform movements.31 
Instead, he stressed the importance of looking at real Korean 

people’s lives to enhance contemporary housing conditions.32 Kon 
came up with some architectural solutions for improving Korean 
living and dwelling conditions, although in the end these could 
not be separated from the contemporary Japanese colonialist 
perspective, leading to some paradoxical conclusions seemingly at 
odds with his remarkable appreciation of Korean cultural habits.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING KOREAN LIVING
 AND DWELLING CONDITIONS

First, Kon diagnosed traditional architectural conditions as 
having a deleterious effect on Korean people’s everyday lives. He 
specifically mentioned the influence of ondol on the primitive 
sleeping habits found in rural Korean households. In “Joseon no 
minka (I),” Kon (1923) said:

…the fewer rooms there are [in Korean minka], the 
hotter they are, so [the people] developed a custom of 
sleeping outside the house, which is very common in rural 
areas. In the early morning, you can see many people deeply 
asleep under the trees in every town.33

Kon (1922) argued that ondol caused bad habits among the 
Korean people: laziness and vapidity. In “Joseon no minka ni 
kansuru kenkyu ippan,” he said:

The most important disadvantage of using ondol is that 
people become lazy. It is not a hygienic or physiological 
problem. Rather it is an ethnic vitality problem. In deciding 
whether ondol is good or bad, ethnic vitality is the most 
fundamental problem. It is impossible [for me] to talk about 
it because it is not my specialty. I want to hear…from the 
audience.34

and in “Joseon no minka (I)” he commented that

Koreans are mean and they are not lively enough. 
They are lazy and don’t like working. It is said that these 
characteristics are caused by the use of ondol, which 
continually influences [Korean people] spiritually and 
physiologically.35

Kon repeatedly suggested replacing ondol with Japanese futons 
(beds) to reform the underdeveloped Korean living and dwelling 
conditions. He also pointed out the fact that ondol was not an 
efficient way to heat homes, and it caused a wood shortage in 
Korea.36 In the same articles as the two quotes presented above, Kon 
said:

A Korean futon [bed] is almost nothing [very simple] 
because of the use of ondol. [As a matter of fact] lower-class 
Korean people [usually] don’t have a futon of any kind. If 
[they do have one], it [is just] one roll of white fabric. The 
higher classes use only one thin layer of fabric.37

In Korea, I have heard that, as lower-class people don’t 
have any kind of [bed], they sleep in the center of an ondol 
room with either a very flimsy piece of fabric, or naked…By 
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suggesting the possibility of replacing ondol with Japanese 
futons, I am also encouraging [the Koreans] to save fire 
wood.38

In Japan it is possible to save firewood by [sleeping on] 
futons. So, by using Japanese futons [in Korea], [we will] 
save wood.39

In the past, it was difficult for poor Korean people to have 
futons made of cotton. I have heard that they sleep around 
braziers at night.

…
However, cotton can be obtained easily now. So futons 

can be obtained cheaply [too]. I have heard that futons have 
become popular, so saving firewood is possible.40

…
If there is a place in an ondol room where the heat 

generated from cooking doesn’t reach, it is necessary to use 
a futon to cover that space.41

To make fire (to heat the ondol) in winter, Korean people 
also use grass and grass roots because of the shortage of fire 
material (wood)….the notion of preserving trees doesn’t 
exist [in Korea].42

If we keep using ondol, all the Korean mountains will 
become bare. There is a direct relationship between the use 
of ondol and the deforestation of Korean mountains.43

6. KON’S COLONIALIST PERSPECTIVE

Kon supported the idea of the future assimilation of Korean 
housing into the Japanese style, which actually went hand in hand 
with the contemporary colonial assimilative policies imposed on 
Koreans by the Japanese Government-General of Korea. Kon’s 
proposal is based on the idea that Japan and Korea had the same 
cultural and historical lineage (i.e. “old culture areas”). In “Joseon no 
minka ni kansuru kenkyu ippan,” Kon (1922) said:

…in other areas, there is no difference between Japanese 
and Korean housing and their respective housing sites. By 
developing and reforming Korean housing in accordance 
with the developments of the Japanese style, and by making 
the former culturally similar to the latter, they will more 
closely resemble each other [they will become a single 
style].44

7. CONCLUSION

While carrying out on-site investigations on Korean minka, Kon 
became interested in the Korean traditional floor-heating system, 
ondol, found across the entire peninsula. He argued that ondol, 
which used heated air pumped underneath floors to warm rooms, 
was the most advanced heating method available at the time, 
surpassing the Japanese ro and the Russian pechika still used in 
other traditional styles of building; furthermore, he surmised that 
ondol had been developed through social and cultural exchanges 
with regions neighboring the Korean peninsula. Kon also 
understood the development of ondol in Korea in relation to the 
Korean people’s particular habit of sitting on the floor, and surmised 

that it must have been first used by the lower classes.
Kon’s unique phenomenological approach, so different from 

the positivistic analyses of his contemporaries, evident in his 
meticulous sketches and vivid descriptions, helped him theorize 
how the craft-oriented architectural development of Korean minka 
were shaped by people’s everyday lives. In particular, he found 
that ondol had developed in various and complex ways, creating 
differences between the northern and the southern Korean regions. 
Moreover, Kon identified the practical improvements in Korean 
minka made by inventive, creative people.

Kon witnessed the contemporary, top-down efforts to reform 
the style and material used in building Korean housing and the 
proliferation of bunka jutaku (culture houses) in the Korean 
colonial space. However, he was more concerned with the spread of 
education among Korean women and their changing positions in 
the private and public domains in the rather capitalistic and liberal 
social atmosphere of the 1920s. Kon looked at their roles as modern 
revolutionary agents in improving the domestic realm in Korea in 
the course of their daily lives.

Kon himself also suggested some architectural solutions for the 
future developments of Korean living and dwelling conditions. 
As I have suggested, his insights about the essence of architectural 
meaning in a healthy harmonious environment attuned to a 
way of life rooted in culture were remarkable. Nevertheless, his 
observations were inevitably grounded in a colonialist perspective. 
He supported the future assimilation of Korean and Japanese 
housing styles, which conformed to the Japanese Government-
General’s assimilative colonial policies of the 1920s, leading to some 
paradoxical conclusions.

To expand the research scope of this paper, a series of follow-up 
comparative studies between the knowledge produced by Wajiro 
Kon and the understandings of other contemporary Japanese 
and Korean architects on the development of Korean minka are 
required.
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